
 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 18 February 2022 

Year 7 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Luke H, Joseph O, Enrikas K and Mostafa I for showing fantastic maturity and 

respect when offering to read to the class in Science. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Ava C and Lola D for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Grace M-D for always being focused in class and showing great 

determination; Leon P for a fantastic score on his maths assessment; Khloe W for a brilliant score on his maths 

assessment. 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Joshua G-C for always doing the right thing and for working hard every 

lesson; Barbara S for always always smiling saying hello and asking how my day had been; Naema A for always 

smiling, being polite and friendly, and always willing to try; Gabriella C for always doing the right thing and for 

working hard in Lexia; Sabrina C for always always smiling saying hello and amazing effort in PE; Emily B for 

always doing the right thing and for working hard every lesson. Well done. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Lacey S for demonstrating integrity and determination to succeed in 

French lessons; Sofia M-P for always demonstrating all three of our core values during our French lessons and 

around the academy; Ali H for showing respect and his enthusiasm for languages in French lessons and Language 

Club; Emil B for showing determination to succeed in French and making some fantastic progress. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Poppy F for a a huge improvement in focus and effort in science. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Xander S, Oliver H, Bobby D and Olivia D for always presenting excellent 

integrity during English lessons. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Deacon J and Josh G-C for showing determination in his geography 

assessment;  Amelia R for showing great determination in her geography assessment! 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Joel M for showing the values of determination and respect by giving 100% 

effort during intervention session and by always being well mannered and polite. Well done Joel; James M for 

showing the values of determination and respect by giving 100% effort during intervention session and by always 

being well mannered and polite. Well done James; Callum K for showing the values of determination and respect 

by giving 100% effort during intervention session and by always being well mannered and polite. Well done 

Callum; James H for showing the value of integrity and respect by assisting in morning with breakfast club! Well 

done James; Emil B for showing the values of determination and respect by giving 100% effort during intervention 

session and by always being well mannered and polite. Well done Emil! 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate Louie F for having the determination to work out difficult questions without 

using a calculator; Ellie R for working really hard in maths and showing the determination when using bus stop 

method. 

Mr Anderton would like to appreciate Lucas J for demonstrating integrity and determination always giving 100% 

focus during Morning Meeting. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Lucas J for always working hard and being a positive presence in the 

classrom; Leon P for providing excellent contributions in English and consistently working hard; Laura Z for always 

offering great contributions and being a very positive presence around the school; Emily R for putting 100% into 

every single lesson. Great work! 



 

 

 

 

 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Beren Y, Lucas J and Khloe W for completing work to an excellent 

standard and putting in 100% effort. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate James M for showing 100% determination in a tricky subject this week, well 

done for showing maturity; James H for showing integrity and determination this week even when things got hard 

for James he still pushed through and completed his work. 

Mrs Almond would like to appreciate Naema A for always doing the right thing, and for helping me so much 

during lessons. 

Mrs Byrne would like to appreciate Marcel B, Emil B, Olivia C, Ali H, Jack N, Jacob O, Liam P and Barbara S for 

showing determination,  great attitude and effort in our class assessment; Naema A for always smiling, being 

polite and friendly, and always willing to try; Nicholas K for always showing the upmost manners and respect, for 

always smiling saying hello and asking how my day had been  - thank you Nicholas. 

Mrs Cubbon would like to appreciate Filip S for always doing the right thing and for working hard every lesson; 

Maisie S for always working hard and answering cold call questions! 

Mrs Sinnott would like to appreciate Esther E for always doing the right thing and for working hard every lesson. 

Well done; Lola D for always showing determination in her artwork. Well done Lola. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 18 February 2022 

Year 8 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Caitlin W, Lucy C and Brandan M for demonstrating some fantastic 

determination by working really hard in the electricity unit in Science; Ava C for always being kind and polite, 

demonstrating our value of respect. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Ethan H and Clayton D for showing determination to succeed in Spanish 

lessons. Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Juozas S for always being on task and focused as well as a fantastic score 

on his maths assessment; Chloe F for absolutely fantastic attitude in maths this week and a brilliant score on her 

maths assessment! 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Ava C for showing determination to improve in Spanish lessons and having 

much better focus, well done; Leonardo M for showing integrity by demonstrating an improved attitude and 

focus in Spanish lessons, your hard work is paying off. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Chloe F for always working hard and showing determination in science; Hasna 

B for always producing fantastic work and demonstrating strong science knowledge. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Dominykas M for demonstrating brilliant determination in History;Lee B for 

brilliant determination in his History assessment; Peter W for brilliant subject knowledge in his History 

assessment; Ella H for showing great determination in her assessment;Mia E for great determination in her 

assessment; Ben O for always showing great determination in History! 

Miss OGrady would like to appreciate Lee B for excellent focus and therefore work and learning in maths. Keep up 

the amazing work Lee; Christiana O for showing determination to stay focused on her maths work. Well done, 

keep up the amazing effort; Sonnie L and Charlie H for always being a pleasure to teach. 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate Bradley K for always working so hard in the do now task in maths and listens 

intently in class; Leonardo M for fantastic contributions in the do now task and for always putting in 100% effort 

in maths. 

Mr Kaushal would like to appreciate Nikita T for integrity - recalling the full set of test conditions in one sentence. 

Well done! 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Juozas S for always working hard and pushing yourself in English; Caitlin W 

for demonstrating brilliant focus in English; Wisdom J for always demonstrating determination and respect in 

English; Leonardo M for being respectful and focused in every English lesson. 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Eoin R, Tom K, Laci W, Finley F, Caitlin K, George E, Dami A-M, Lacey-May 

H, Lorien R, Lily G-H, Alicia A, Keira P, Brandon M, Ava C and Daniel D for exceptional effort in assessment and a 

determination to succeed 

Mr Topping would like to appreciate Lorian R for demonstrating true determination by scoring a large amount of 

tries within the after school club of Rugby. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Evie C for demonstrating the determination to not give up in her Science 

lessons this week, keep it up Evie; Harry E for demonstrating integrity and determination in his Science lessons 

this week. 

Mrs Almond would like to appreciate her year 8 DT class for working with such integrity during their cycle test. 



 

 

 

 

 

Mrs Byrne would like to appreciate My 8DT1 Food class (p2 Wednesdays) for showing great determination, 

attitude and effort in their assessment; Andrey R for showing a wonderful attitude and excellent effort in his class 

assessment; Brandon M for always showing a great attitude to work; Ben O for always showing an excellent 

attitude in lessons; Louis F for showing a great attitude and determination in his assessment. 

Mrs Cubbon would like to appreciate Leah P for absolutely blowing me away with your knowledge and insightful 

comments about Romeo and Juliet. You work hard and genuinely want to do well and care about your work; 

Clayton D for always working hard and showing integrity, you are a dream to teach; Joanna G-S for being a little 

ray of sunshine and for always making me smile with your positivity and hard work; Peter W for really trying hard 

to improve the past two weeks, you have been enthusiastic and determined to produce fantastic work so well 

done Peter and keep it up! 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 18 February 2022 

Year 9 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Keigan C for always working to the best of his ability and producing some 

fantastic extension work in Science; Rhys T and Stefan P for showing fantastic determination and always working 

hard in Science. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Ethan P and Stas M for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Ryan D for working really hard and showing great ability in this week's 

maths lesson; Ellie G for putting huge effort into her maths lessons this week. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Lola-Grace Y for showing determination and integrity by working hard in 

Spanish; Grey E for always working hard and making positive contributions in Spanish lessons; Megan S for 

showing determination to suceed in Spanish and making excellent progress, well done! 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Lexielea R for having a respectful and kind attitude; Nikol K for always showing 

determination when cold called in class;Gracie W for showing showing excellent determination when completing 

the density calculations in science. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Billy, Luke A, Andrew K, Oliver K and Bruno BC for showing greeat 

determination and not giving up during his English assessments this week. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Morgan D and Ruby E for always completing great homework! 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Lillie W for showing the values of determination and respect by giving 100% 

effort during intervention session and by always being well mannered and polite. Well done Lillie! 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate Viesturs K for excellent contributions in maths; Ethan T-M for excellent 

explanations in both maths and science. 

Mr Hayes would like to appreciate Molly L, Mia B, Nikol K, Lola-Grace Y, Lexie B, Megan S, Layton F. Ryan D, 

Lucas D, Joel R and Lauren S for showing determination in English. 

Mr Kaushal would like to appreciate Lois J, Sophie H, Jorgie F and Ben W for determination to understand a 

complex high level topic in Maths.  Well done! 

Ms OGrady would like to appreciate Wealth O-A for excellent work and progress in maths. 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Ruby O for a fantastic focus and work rate in her History lessons. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Alfie B for always demonstrating determination to succeed and a huge 

amount of respect in English; Benjamin W for always working hard in English; Liam J for offering some fantastic 

and thoughtful contributions in English; Kieran P for being consistently respectful in English; Kayden D for always 

being happy to offer your suggestions in English. 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Grey E and Megan S for showing integrity and determination completing 

homework; Lewis R, Millie C and Aize I for always acting with respect and integrity in DEAR and Morning 

Meeting. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Ellie D for giving 100% determination with her work this week, massive 

improvement with effort, well done Ellie; Goda S for giving 100% determination and integrity in her science 

lessons. 



 

 

 

 

 

Mrs Almond would like to appreciate Molly L for hard work and determination in Art; Ben W for showing 

determination, and working very hard in Art. 

Mrs Byrne would like to appreciate Keigan C for always working hard, being well mannered and always ready for 

cold call; Georgia M for always showing an excellent attitude in lessons; Wealth O-A for always showing an 

excellent attitude in lessons. 

Mrs Cahill would like to appreciate Libby W for working really hard all week and being so helpful; Lola Y for 

working so hard all week, showing great determination to do well. 

Mrs Cubbon would like to appreciate Daisy M for showing determination in her work and contributions to English 

lessons; Sophie M for always working hard; Lewis R for always working hard and contributing to lessons and 

being a true gentleman; Lillie W for your insightful contributions and excellent work. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 18 February 2022 

Year 10 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Ellie M, Gbolade T and Faye J for showing brilliant determination and 

working hard in the Health and Diseases unit in Science. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Lilly-May B and Libby B for showing determination to succeed in Spanish 

lessons. Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate James C, Harvey S and Preslav M for amazing engagement and focus 

shown throughout our transformations unit; James H and Bella B for consistently modelling great quiet partner 

work by sharing your knowledge in a respectful way; the whole of Y10/Ma2 for working fantastically in polite 

table groups and showing amazing teamwork! 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Joy D for always being so happy and so polite in our lessons; Leighton H for 

always being so happy and so polite in our lessons. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Tom D and Joseph R for always showing determination and enthusiasm in 

Spanish lessons. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Karam E-L for his relentless determination to absorb all knowledge in science; 

Daniel N for always being an exemplary student. You're a pleasure to teach. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Alan G for showing integrity and completing any task given first time, every 

time. 

Mr Ashcroft would like to appreciate Leah P for demonstrating our core values and being an exemplary student; 

Joe E-L for his articulate and incisive contributions during our student leadership meetings; Esther E for her moral 

rectitude and exemplary commitment to making our school better. 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Joshua A for a much improved focus and work rate in his History lessons - 

well done 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Joseph R, James C, James H, Ali T and Taylor C for demonstrating brilliant 

focus in English and always offering helpful contirbutions. 

Mr Roberts would like to appreciate McKenzie L for demonstrating determination to improve. 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Ace N for always showing respect in conversations and brilliant attitude to 

learning; Bella B for brilliant effort in assessment and positive attitude to learning; Reece M for positive attitude 

to learning and good contributions in lessons. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Preslav M for always showing 100% determination in his Science lessons; 

Grace R for showing massive improvements in her class work this week, showing 100% determination; Preslav M 

for always showing 100% determination in his Science lessons; Grace R for showing massive improvements in her 

class work this week, showing 100% determination. 

Mrs Almond would like to appreciate Emma C and Kate D for determination and excellent work in Art lessons 

Mrs Byrne would like to appreciate Preslav M for always being ready to answer cold call questions, with a smile 

too; Kornel O for your wonderful enthusiasm in our lesson on Wednesday; Kyle P for always being so happy and 

so polite in our lessons. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

Mrs Cahill would like to appreciate Joy D for always working so hard in maths and showing great determination to 

do well. 

Mrs Cubbon would like to appreciate Lucy D for always working hard, impressing me with your determination and 

knowledge and being an all round superstar; David D for always working hard and impressing me with your 

knowledge and inisightful comments. Also, you are a true gentleman and I thank you for always being helpful and 

showing integrity; Lucy D for always working hard, impressing me with your determination and knowledge and 

being an all round superstar; David D for always working hard and impressing me with your knowledge and 

inisightful comments. Also, you are a true gentleman and I thank you for always being helpful and showing 

integrity. 

Mrs Russell would like to appreciate Tom W for being amazing in his business lesson; Tom H for excellent hard 

work in business; Lily B for giving 100% in her business lesson. 

Mrs Sinnott would like to appreciate Nell C for her contribution in DEAR time; Bella B for always showing 100% 

determination in her Art lessons.



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 18 February 2022 

Year 11 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate George T and Harry F for showing determination to succeed in Spanish 

lessons. Well done! 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Elyssa K for imporvement in effort this week; Shannon H for always 

showing great integrity to complete ever taks with complete 100% focus and effot. 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Lucy I for demonstrating absolute determination in her History lessons; 

Michael F for a fantastic focus and understanding shown in his History lessons. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Esther A for showing 100% commitment and determination in her revision 

work for mocks, asking for help when she needed ;Olajuwon A-I for showing 100% commitment and 

determination in his revision work for mocks, asking for help when he needed it. 

Mrs Byrne would like to appreciate Diana R for always being so respectful, polite and friendly as well as working 

so hard; Yanetsi L-D for showing 100% determination to succeed in her coursework / Por mostrar 100% de 

determinación para tener éxito en su trabajo de curso; Caitlin S for showing integrity by working so hard this 

week. 

Mrs Cubbon would like to appreciate Lara B for always making me smile. 

Mrs Sinnott would like to appreciate Madaline R and Emma N for always showing 100% commitment and 

determination in her GCSE artwork; Matthew W for always showing 100% commitment and determination in his 

GCSE artwork. 


